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Track Inside

Introducing Track Inside by Neopost
Barcode technology and mobile terminals track letters, parcels or packages as they enter, move through
and exit single site or multiple sites. Item status is monitored during receipt, transit and delivery phases.
Each item can be tracked from delivery to the final recipient with the capture of an electronic proof of
delivery and/or picture.
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How Track Inside Works

SCAN
l	Scan at any stage of the receipt or distribution process
l	Scan existing barcode or allocate new barcode and add tracking
label to items with no barcode or parcels with several barcodes
l	Shared and personal address books store contact details of
recipients, facilitating input of objects and structuring the
delivery information

TRACK
l Each scan records the time, date and place of tracking
l Add comments, updates or photos
l	Database stores the scanning history, including proof of delivery
documents and photos
l	Access to full tracking and search tool is made secure via user
accounts. Public tool provides simplified tracking with no login

DELIVER
l	An automatic system, based on tracking events, sends email
notifications to recipients to inform them of imminent receipt and
delivery of their mail or package
l	Electronic proof of delivery can be captured by recipient signature
on the mobile terminal, or photo capture of signature on the tracking
label or delivery manifest

RECORD
l	Pre-defined reports monitor the volumes processed and export data
for specific processing on a spreadsheet application
l Tracking process reports identify opportunities to improve efficiency
l Delivery performance can also be monitored with tracking reports
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Mobile Terminals
The mobile terminal delivered with the Track Inside solution features:
l	Rugged PDA-type handheld designed for intensive professional use
l	Ingress protection (IP) grading and shock tolerance to resist accidents
and limit breakdown
l	The ‘imager’ barcode scanner makes it possible to read all 1D and 2D
barcodes very quickly and capture photos
l	Mobile application is entirely touch-sensitive and makes full use of the
3.5 inch screen offering excellent readability even for outdoor operations
l	i-Fi connectivity gives you the ability to send all of the data captured
in the field to the tracking database in real-time

Options
We recommend the following options for maximum convenience and efficiency:
Label printer
to print tracking labels
for objects without
barcodes and/or objects
with multiple barcodes.
This very compact
direct thermal printer
functions with 10x10cm
or 10x15cm roll labels.

Barcode scanner
that can be connected
very easily to any
computer equipped with
a USB port. This barcode
scanner has a trigger
and is delivered with a
stand allowing you to
use it as a fixed scanner.

Why choose Neopost?
Neopost make it easier to send and receive mail and

And when customers respond we make it simple

emails so you can connect better with your external

to process, track and store documents and emails.

and internal customers. Our equipment
and advanced software can help you reduce costs,
grow your business, manage digital communications
and comply with latest legislation.

Our team of expert Account Managers will tailor
solutions to meet your needs. An extensive support
network of field engineers, contact centre and
on-line tools are available to ensure our solutions

We can assist with design, production and

keep delivering.

distribution of transactional and marketing mail.
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We are ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001
certified and Neopost offers you the highest process,
quality, safety and environmental standards.

